Pooka’s Page for Grownups
This is an odd Halloween here in the United States. Gatherings and trick or
treating are being discouraged or even banned in many areas. The same
seems to be true in much of the rest of the world. In our Pooka story for this
issue, the little cat and Elsie find that, regardless of restrictions, their cottage
is still quite crowded and their Samhain is very busy.
Through the years, Fiona Tinker’s “Letters from Scotland” with Attila the
Bun(ny) and Meg, the cat with half a tail, have developed an enthusiastic
following among you, our Readers. Fiona has a
gift for taking the ancient tales and pagan
customs of the Scots and bringing them to life for our children.
So, here’s some really Great News! In her new book, being
published this month, Fiona has combined these stories with her
longtime experience as a school teacher to assist and guide YOU,
the Grownups, in raising your young ones in the pagan tradition.
Pooka gives “Stories for the Songs of the Year” a hearty 4 Paws
Up - even if you don’t have kids! You’ll want this book, both for the
stories and Fiona’s remarkable insights into the pagan world for
yourself. Call it an early Yule present!
(P.S. It’s available on Amazon.com)
Once more, I find myself having to use old artwork to illustrate our
story. I’m hoping this will be the last time and that, by Yule, I’ll
back to drawing. Meanwhile, thanks for bearing with me.
The Pooka Pages would be nothing without our wonderful Team…
Fiona, Lilliane, Carmen, Mim and our newest member, Terri. They all look forward to your
feedback and comments at our gathering place: Pooka’s Circle on facebook.
Meanwhile, have a magical Samhain and may the Spirits of your Ancestors watch over and
bless you.

Lor , Po k an t e Te m

Also known as: Halloween, All Hallow’s Eve, Shadow Fest, Night of Remembering
Samhain (pronounced “Sowhen”) means the “End of Summer”. It harkens back to the
days of the ancient Celts when the year was divided in two parts – the warm half or
“Summer”, and the cold half, "Winter". This day is a threshold, a magical moment
between seasons. The barrier separating our world from the spirit world becomes thinner
and communication between the two worlds is much easier. We can feel the presence of
loved ones who've Crossed Over and welcome them to be close to us again.
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A Quiet Samhain
“It will be a quiet Samhain this year,” said Elsie sadly. “I doubt we’ll be getting any trick or
treaters.”
“Yippee!” cried Pooka. The cat raced around the garden three times to show how happy he was.
He finished with a mad dash that took him halfway up the apple tree and then scrambled back
down again.
Elsie went back to trimming the lavender bush. “Is that your version of a Happy Dance?” she
asked wryly.
Pooka grinned at her. “Yup.”
The little witch shook her head in bewilderment. “I don’t know why you’re so scared of Trick or
Treaters. They’re just kids dressed in costumes and you like kids.”
Pooka suddenly decided his tail needed a thorough cleaning and didn’t answer. Elsie sighed
and said, “Well, perhaps a quiet Samhain will be nice.”
The next morning, their friend Nathan arrived pulling a wagon full of pumpkins. “These are from
Farmer Gellis,” the boy said. “He had extras this year.”
Elsie sorted out a few for baking. Then she and Nathan set to carving faces in the others while
Edgar, Elsie’s crow, had fun swooping down stealing seeds. Afterward, Nathan waved goodbye
and headed home to his grandmother’s house.
Elsie arranged the jack o’ lanterns on the steps of her cottage among pots of colorful
chrysanthemums. Standing back, she admired the effect. “It’s starting to look like Samhain,”
she said with a little smile. “Maybe a quiet night won’t be so bad. Come on, Pooks. Let’s go
roast some seeds for snacks after our ritual tonight!”
The cat sat on the kitchen counter, watching his witch scrub and rinse the pumpkin seeds. As
she turned from the sink with her colander of cleaned seeds, the salt shaker on the wooden
kitchen table tipped over. Elsie stopped and looked at it quizzically.
“It’s Granny Witch,” said Pooka. “She’s reminding you to soak the seeds in salt water before
roasting them.”

Elsie nodded and prepared a brine for the
seeds. Once they were soaking, she noticed
the lid was halfway off her flour canister. The
witch cocked an eyebrow at her cat.
He glanced around the kitchen and listened
carefully.
“They’re saying: Don’t forget to make dark
bread for the Samhain feast.”
“I never forget,” objected Elsie. She grabbed
the flour canister and then paused. “They?
How many ghosts are in my kitchen right
now?” Come to think of it, Elsie reflected, it
was feeling rather crowded in here.
Pooka shrugged. “I tried counting but I ran out
of toes on my paws.”
A loaf of dark bread was soon rising under a
tea towel next to her wood burning stove.
After that, the little witch began making the
molasses cookies that would be included in
their offerings to the spirits. The cupboard doors flew open and various spice jars started flying
out. Elsie scrambled to catch them before they crashed to the floor. “Now what?” she cried.
“Extra spices in the cookies, of course,” the cat answered calmly.
Elsie could have sworn that she’d only counted out 3 carrots to chop for the stew, but somehow
4 ended up in the pot. Apparently, one of her ancestors really liked carrots!
As she was cooking, the little witch received a rather long lecture from great-uncle Harvey
(through Pooka, of course) on the many health benefits of garlic.
Meanwhile, one ghostly visitor apparently had a sense of humor and kept sneaking up to tickle
Edgar’s tail feathers. Each time this happened, the crow would give a startled “CAW!” and then
launch from his perch and fly several times around the kitchen.
Eventually the cookies were in the oven along with the dark bread and the stew was simmering
on the stove. Elsie went to set the altar up in front of the fireplace hearth. As she arranged the
items, her altar candles smoothly exchanged places.
“Granny says….” began Pooka.
“I know. The Goddess candle goes on the left,” sighed Elsie.
As Elsie performed the ritual of Remembering, their little parlor became more and more
crowded. By the end of it, Pooka wasn’t the only one who could see the Ancestors all gathered
around, laughing, sharing stories and gossip.
Afterward, during dinner, a traditional plate of food was set before an empty chair for the Spirits.
The chair continuously rocked on its legs as their Guests from the Otherside took turns in the
Seat of Honor. Elsie’s ears buzzed and tickled with the steady hum of their conversation.
After dinner, the little witch did divinations in order to get specific messages and advice from her
ancestors… although w/ Pooka to tell her what they were saying, it hardly seemed necessary.
Eventually, Elsie formally thanked everyone for coming. She felt herself enveloped in spectral
hugs. Then she and her cat took their molasses cookies and hot spiced apple cider upstairs to

the bedroom. Elsie cuddled down under the covers with a book. Pooka snuggled into the hollow
between her neck and shoulder.
It wasn’t long, however, before, a breeze came from nowhere and blew out the lantern next to
the bed. “Granny Witch says it’s late now. Time to go to sleep,”said Pooka.
Elsie rolled her eyes in the darkness and grinned. “So much for a quiet Samhain,” she
chuckled.

When Elsie was very li le, she would help Granny Witch make trick or treats for the kids on Samhain. Her
favorite treat to make was Popcorn Balls…. and it s ll is! This is the recipe she uses now. It’s sweet and
salty and everyone that tries it says it’s the best ever! (Shhhh! We won’t tell them how easy it is also.)
In a saucepan, over medium heat, s r:
¾ cup light corn syrup
¼ cup of bu er
2 tsp water
2 ½ cup confec oners powdered sugar
1 cup of miniature marshmallows
½ tsp salt
Heat and s r un l it just starts to boil and the
marshmallows are melted. Then, s r in:
½ tsp maple extract. (Ok, maybe just a touch
more….)
Then, quickly s r it into a big bowl with about 5
quarts of popped corn (or 3 bags of microwave
popcorn).
Mix it all up good and then grease your hands
with bu er and very LIGHTLY form your balls.
Makes about 20 popcorn balls.

Cedar
The Cedar tree is a pretty good herb for Samhain. In the old days, it’s what they used to make
coffins! It’s also a traditional ingredient in any incense that celebrates Autumn.
Planks of cedar wood are used when grilling everything from meats and fish to vegies. It gives
them a wonderful deep yet sharp smokey flavor and is
used by top chefs all over the world.
Cedar is a powerful disinfectant that kills bad germs, not
only on surfaces throughout your house but also inside
your body. It seems especially good for treating lung
problems that cause a bad cough.
The diluted oil mixed with sage is wonderful for treating
sore muscles and, undiluted, has been used to cure
warts! A tea from the leaves will even help reduce a
fever.
One of the magical attributes of cedar is “Protection”. In
the old days, things that needed protecting would be
stored in a chest made of cedarwood. Elsie has one that
she inherited from Granny Witch. She uses it to store
old family photos, diaries and clothing passed down
through the generations. Pooka loves the smell
whenever she opens her cedar chest and usually tries to
hop inside.

If you’re doing a Divination on Samhain, anoint the middle of your forehead with cedar oil. It will
protect you from any bad influences while still allowing the honest information to get through
with even better clarity.
Cedar oil is also good for anointing your altar, candles or any divination tools like tarot cards and
rune stones. It purifies, protects and raises the spiritual vibration of the tool. It works the same
way for a room when used in an incense or oil burner.
Combined with Lavender in a bath before bed, cedar will help you sleep and have wonderful
dreams!
Cedarwood makes an awesome magic wand. But, if the wood is hard to come by, you can
anoint a pine wand with the oil. The cedar will permeate the soft pine. These two woods get
along like best friends and make a great wand.
A bit of cedar oil on a tissue placed inside your pillowcase at night will guard against
nightmares.
AND…. on a day when you need some extra luck, rub cedar oil on your shoes before leaving
the house.
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It was me for The Seelie Court, the rulers of the light half of the year, to
leave the fairy mound and live elsewhere for the winter. The Mound of
the Sidhe would become the home of The Unseelie Court, the rulers of
the dark half of the year. This had to happen if the year was to work
properly: the year had to have all its stories told in the proper order of
things.
The Lord of the Mound’s servants had already packed his household
away and the boxes were neatly stacked to one side just wai ng on a
cart to move them to their winter quarters. There was a feeling of sadness that the me of darkness was
approaching. A la the Bun and Meg, the cat with half a tail, watched the Sidhe folk from under their
favourite bush. They would really miss the easy-going summer Fae, their songs and their light.
“S ll, life gets interes ng when the Cailleach is at home,” said Meg, half-heartedly.
A la looked at him in astonishment.
“Well, it does,” said Meg, deﬁantly. “We get the me of memory and ancestors. We get scary stories. We
s ll get bannocks and bonﬁres…”
“…and we get darkness and cold and snow. Lots of snow. Snow is not fun when you are only six inches
oﬀ the ground,” con nued A la, bleakly.
Meg found himself nodding in agreement. He didn’t like the feeling of snow stuck between the beans on
the bo om of his paws and he shuddered to think what it must be like to be a very short rabbit plodding
through deep snow.
“We’ll not see that much of Angus or Bride either,” con nued A la, “not un l Imbolc really. I know he’s
about here and there… but where does he go the rest of the me?”
“Everywhere and nowhere, I guess,” said Meg. “He usually pops up behind us when we say something
like that.”
But there was no laughing voice of Angus Óg behind them this me.
The two friends looked at each other, disappointed. Then they looked behind them – and a smile lit up
both their faces. For there, just a li le way away, were Angus and Bride hugging each other ghtly. Meg
and A la’s smiles faded. “He’s saying goodbye,” whispered Meg, sadly.

“Only for a li le while,” A la reminded Meg.
Suddenly there was a horrendous screech in the air as the Cailleach’s owl ﬂew
onto a branch of the fairy thorn at the top of the Mound.
“You’re too early,” shouted A la the Bun, “we’ve s ll the Feast of Samhain to
hold!”
“We do indeed!” said the happy voice of Angus from behind them, as usual.
Both animals jumped at the sudden sound, but then ran to him happily. Meg
purred against his legs and A la hopped on his feet in the hope of keeping him
in one place for a while. Angus seemed really pleased with himself, as if he was
keeping a big secret.
“I’ve told you over the years where I go, why I go and what stories I have to be part of,” he said. “It
depends where you are which story has to happen. But I get to be in all of them at the same me.”
He saw the confused look on Meg and A la’s faces. “Just put it down to the magic of the Gods,” he
sighed.
Meg and A la were happy to do that because some mes the thinking thing was too hard and they knew
they weren’t grown enough to understand it all yet.
Angus’s eyes s ll twinkled with mischief. “I have a present for the Cailleach,” he said. “Maybe the Mound
won’t be so messy and dirty when we come back next Beltane.”
“Grogoch!” he called.
Suddenly, the air ﬁlled with the reek of someone badly in need of several baths. It was so bad that even
Meg felt sick – and cats like s nks usually.
A small ﬁgure wandered out of the undergrowth. He was no taller than A la but most deﬁnitely was a
man shape. He had no clothes on: his whole body was covered in thick red hair. His bright blue eyes
gleamed from behind the fuzz on his face. He wore twigs and leaves a ached to his hair. Some of them
just about managed to hide his rude bits from public view, thankfully. He was also the source of the s nk
– it trailed behind him, almost twenty mes as tall as he was.
A la the Bun stared. Meg the Cat with half a tail stared. Angus Óg laughed. “Meet the Grogoch,” he
said.
The Grogoch li ed its hand in gree ng then looked at Angus. “Oﬀ you go,” said Angus. “You know what
to do.” The Grogoch nodded and tro ed oﬀ in the direc on of the Unseelie Court.
“Come on,” said Angus to the two astonished faces in front of him. “Let’s get a ﬁre going and I’ll tell you
the story of the Grogoch.”

Soon all three of them were se led around the ﬁre. Meg watched with
an cipa on as Angus put the ﬂat cooking stone at its edge to heat up, a
sure sign there would be bannocks at some point in his immediate
future. He moved closer to it, just in case Angus forgot why he’d put it
there.
A la the Bun was not interested in bannocks. “The Grogoch?” he
asked.
Angus Óg laughed and laughed and laughed. Then he said, “Oh, it’s a
grand trick I’ve played on the old misery of winter herself, so it is!”
He stopped laughing and became a li le more serious. “A Grogoch is a
poor creature, half human and half god. It comes from a me when the
God of Chaos tried to create life, only he must have had his eyes closed
when he was working and just hoped for the best. Grogochs are not a man and not a God but a kind of
mix up of both things. Their s nk is the worst thing about them and it is a shame. They are loving and
helpful creatures, but the smell…!”
A la and Meg nodded their heads. They’d smelled the pong of the Grogoch and knew it was so bad you
could almost taste it.
“Anyway, it’s always only the old men you see, and only then if they want you to see them because they
have the powers of invisibility. They a ach themselves to farms and households and work for a small
reward. They like things clean and neat and dy.”
“A bit like a Brownie, then?” asked A la.
“A bit,” agreed Angus. “But they diﬀer in that they must keep working, must have jobs to do – and if they
don’t have jobs to do they will ﬁnd jobs to do. They can be so busy they will get underfoot, get in the
way and dy things you don’t want died. And the best of it is that they choose to be invisible most of
the me, so the Unseelie Court is in for a few weeks of trouble when they
ﬁnd everything they’ve messed up is all neat and clean and dy again!”
Meg’s half a tail began to buzz, aler ng him to the mischief and magic in the
trick. “There’s cream somewhere in this story, isn’t there?” he asked Angus.
“For sure!” exclaimed Angus. “If you are happy with a Grogoch working for
you, you reward him with a cup of cream…”
“… and cream is what we leave out every night for the Sidhe anyway!” said
A la.
With this comment, Angus Óg howled with laughter again. “Isn’t it just
marvellous!” he roared, “All the humans who remember the old ways will be rewarding the Grogoch.
The Grogoch will be keeping the Mound clean whilst reeking the place out. The Cailleach’s servants will

be blaming each other for all the diness and cleanliness in the Mound - and taking the credit for the
s nk!”
A la and Meg looked at each other then they too burst into ﬁts of laughter. That was a funny trick.
“But,” added Angus, “it won’t take the Cailleach too long to work out what has happened and who her
extra guest is. She has the magic to make the Grogoch visible, whether he wants to be seen or not. She
also has the knowledge to banish him. Un l she does though, it’s going to be an interes ng me for
them all in the Unseelie Court!”
Shoulders shaking with mirth, Angus began to prepare some bannocks for cooking. He laughed so hard
at mes, he had to stop and get a run of himself. Meg watched all this with interest. “Why are you
playing this trick?” he asked Angus.
“Mostly because I can,” said Angus, naugh ly. “But also because the Grogoch is a loyal subject who
always pays what he thinks he owes. I did his family a favour by helping a sick child. He was so grateful
that he swore to be my manservant for a year and a day. Much as the Grogochs are lovely, loving
creatures, I could not bear that stench following me for a year and a day. So we came to agreement that
he would help me play a trick on the Unseelie Court for a few weeks and the debt he thinks he owes me
would be paid.”
A la laughed at this. He knew how annoyed the Cailleach would get if
the Unseelie Court looked like the beau ful Summer Court. “How do
you get the Grogoch to go away, Angus?” he asked.
“You pay him,” Angus answered. “He will take it as an insult and leave.
All his hard work is freely given and he needs to work, it’s who he is
and what he is and what he does. All the Grogoch wants is the reward
of cream… maybe some oats, if there are any to spare.”
“Speaking of which,” said Angus, pu ng the oatmeal bannocks onto
the cooking stone. Soon the much nicer aroma of bannocks cooking on
an open ﬁre wa ed into the air.
Then Angus Óg and his two faithful companions se led down in front
of the ﬁre to discuss Grogochs, The Unseelie Court, Stories and, best of
all, their plans for celebra ng the ancestors - all kinds of them - at the
upcoming great feast of Samhain.
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Jack-o-Lantern Ancestors & Loved Ones’ Ritual by MommaWitch Carmen
Family Loved Ones’ Blessing by Gina Sanchez
Pet Loved Ones’ Blessing by Ca e Sanchez
This will be a special ritual for Samhain/Halloween Sabbat in which you take the me to remember your
ancestors (all those you loved that have died) and are now in a place we call Summerland. The
Summerland is a special place where everyone waits to see their loved ones once again. Some people
call it heaven too. We also remember our pets who are no longer with us and who are at the Rainbow
Bridge res ng in meadows of grass with bright sunshine.
My nieces Ca e, 8 and Gina, 10, helped me to create this ritual for you. They were excited to help and I
had so much fun sharing this with them and I know you will have fun sharing it with your family too.
So gather your mom, dad or friends around to help by sharing stories and make some new happy and
sweet memories.
Things you will need:
· Dry leaves, twigs, acorns and ﬂowers of the season (Step 1)
· A piece of paper and a pencil for wri ng names (Step 2)
· Paper Jack-o-Lanterns (Step 3, 4 & 9)
· Crayons or Markers (Step 3 & 5)
· Scissors (Step 4 & 6)
· Paper Cats (Step 5, 6, 8 & 10)
· A cloth to put on your altar…any fall color is great…black,
purple, brown, orange or a color you think would work best.
(Step 7)
· Autumn Candy Mix with Candy Corn (Step 9 & 10)
· A li le icing for glue (Step 10)
·
A li le bit of sugar (Step 11)
· A ba ery candle (Step 11 & 12)

Step 1 Go outside and gather a few dry leaves, twigs, pine cones or whatever li le items that Mother
Nature has on the ground.3
Step 2 Write down all the names of everyone you miss on a piece of paper; don’t forget your pets. They
have a special place in your heart too.
Step 3 Jack-O-Lanterns are bright symbol of Samhain. We light them to let our loved ones know that we
miss them and we will always remember them. Color the jack-o-lanterns. Look at your list of names and
write one name on each jack-o-lantern. You can use the paw print jack-o-lanterns for your pets.
Step 4 Cut out the jack-o-lanterns.
Step 5 Cats are very lucky at Samhain especially black cats because they are black like the night and their
eyes glow in the dark. They love being pe ed and they have a beau ful purr. Color the cat except for his
eyes. (You have two cats to choose from)
Step 6 Cut out the cat.
Step 7 Put your cloth on the table
Step 8 Place your cat in the center of your table to make your Samhain Jack-o-Lantern Loved Ones’ Altar.
Step 9 Place your colored, paper pumpkins on the
altar any where you like and decorate your altar with
some of the Autumn Candy Mix, a few Halloween
decora ons and the twigs and dry leaves you gathered
from outside.
Step 10 Use your icing to glue a piece of candy corn on
each of the cat’s eyes.
Step 11 Place your ba ery candle by your cat. Once
you are happy with how your altar looks, sprinkle a li le sugar on it to shine like the stars and for more
sweet blessings and memories.
The candy corn makes your cat’s eyes glow, and it is a sweet treat to eat later, along with your other
autumn candies, in honor of your loved ones. It helps you to remember all the sweet things they did for
you; maybe they loved to give great big hugs or baked delicious cookies. If you are thinking about a pet
you loved, maybe it will help you to remember their bark or how they chased a ball. If you are thinking
about a cat, it could be the memory of their purr that you loved listening to or the way you loved rubbed
their fur. Samhain is all about the many happy and sweet memories you have.

Step 12 As you sit or stand by your brightly colored jack-o-lanterns and the lucky black cat with the
candy corn eyes, light your ba ery candle. Then say or read these words and enjoy a sweet treat from
your altar.
Family Loved Ones’ Blessing
I love the way that you would sit and watch me play,
And I want you to know I miss you each and every day.
So, on Samhain I knew there was something special I could do,
I made this jack-o-lantern altar to say, “I love you!” So Mote It Be!

Pet Loved Ones’ Blessing
I smile when I think about the way we showed each other love
I think about you every me I look at the stars above
I miss your bark; I miss your purr and the way you stared up at me.
But when I think about all the fun we had I smile so happily. So Mote It Be!
Step 13 When your ritual is over, gather the leaves, twigs and a few pieces of candy from your altar and
take them outside to give back to Mother Earth and the li le animals. You have made sweet memories
and you have also made your loved ones very happy!
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by Terri Ireland

Our ancestors believed that Samhain, out of all the days of
the year, was the one when the veil between the worlds was
thinnest, permi ng the comings and goings of loving
ancestor spirits.
This is the me to talk with our family and learn about our
ancestors. We should ask ques ons about who they were.
What did they do for a living, where did they live, did they
have brothers and sisters and share memories.

Here are are few items to gather to make your
alter:
Glass bowl or one of your choosing
Dirt
Cardboard to make gravestones
Small pieces of paper
Moss, leaves, small berries, and other items to
decorate around the grave stones
Tea light (ba ery operated)
Pens, pencils, crayons, paint, and scissors
Write your ancestors’ names along with a note
or memory on the small pieces of paper and
put them in the bo om of the bowl. Then, cover the notes with dirt, add the grave stones and the tea
light. A er that, use the moss, berries and whatever else you’ve chosen to decorate around the
gravestones.

Sam

Bat

by Mim Burrows

You will need:
Toilet paper tubes (TPT)
Card stock
Glue
String/yarn
Black paint
White marker or Googlie eyes
Method:
Draw and cut out a bat wing
template to draw around if you are going to make lots of bats.
Take a tpt and fold /push the ends in so they form a gift box .
Glue your gift box (bat’s body) to the bat wings. Next paint the
whole thing black, once dry you can add googlie eyes or draw
a face with a white marker.
Make a small hole in the bat , through the middle of the wings
to the middle of the tpt. Push your string through then open
one end of the tpt and pull the string through that. Tie a large
knot in the end of the string to secure it , now pull the string
back again the other way. The knot should stop the string
falling through the hole and you
now have a string to hang your
bat if you want to use it as a decoration.
OR you can add some surprise treats inside (Maybe some raisins,
small toys or candies?) and then hand them out to friends.
You could make a few holes in the bats body and add a glow stick?
Or maybe next year you could try making 31 bats filled with treats
and use them as a Samhain Advent calendar!
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